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FNEBC Sunday School 

 Acts Study Guide Part 2  
 
INTRODUCTION: 

Welcome First Northeast Family!!  We are excited to journey 

through the Acts of the Apostles together and we pray that the 

Holy Spirit will open our understanding to see how Christ used 

the early Church to achieve his mission of spreading His message 

throughout the world.    

 

AUTHOR: 

The book of Acts was written to Theophilus and since Luke was 

one of Paul’s traveling companions, we can see the narrative 

change from “they” to “we” indicating he was with Paul.   

 

MESSAGE & PURPOSE: 

Acts links the Gospels with the Epistles by recording the 

development of the early church.  Luke details its birth and the 

events that happened after the church was empowered by the 

Holy Spirit, how they were dispersed, the ministry to the Gentiles 

and God’s intent for his people.  

 

STRUCTURE: 

Our study will consist of 1 chapter a week, highlighting passages 

and asking probing questions to have students focus on the areas 

of: Context (What’s being said in the passage),  

  Historical Connection (What book is being written at that time), 

  Historical Background (What the words meant at that time),     

 Authorial Intent (What the author intended the reader to know),   

   Characters (Who was involved in the situation)  

   Principles taught (What is the spiritual meaning).   
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CHAPTER 15 

This controversy would be the basis for Paul’s writing to the 

Galatians.   This is the first recorded Church Council meeting and 

future ones have addressed many difficult theological issues that 

have shaped our doctrine today.  Here Paul begins his 2nd 

Missionary Journey.  

What background information is important to better understand 

this passage?  (Time, Place, Other books written, World events) 

 

Where is Antioch? 

 

What was the problem with what the men were teaching about the 

customs from Moses? 

 

Who was present at the Jerusalem council?  

 

What did the council decide to do? 

 

Who did they send? What was the response to the letter? 

What was the disagreement between Paul & Barnabas about? 

How did they resolve the conflict?  How do you think Mark felt? 

 

 
AS A GROUP, EXPLORE AND 

DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING: 

There are times when people in the church disagree about situations.  

They sought a compromise because evangelism and discipleship were 

more important than personal issues.  

 

a. How willing are you to compromise when disagreements 

happen? 

 

b. Why is it so difficult for Christians to agree on issues or 

decisions?  
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CHAPTER 16 

Ministry is costly and many times we may have to adjust for 

the sake of peace and appearances.  We see here how others 

respond to our actions and that obeying God is in opposition to 

the forces of darkness.   

What background information is important to better understand 

this passage?  (Time, Place, Other books written, World events) 

 

What is so special about Timothy? 

 

What is a God Fearer?  Are fortune tellers real? 
 

Why were Paul & Silas jailed?  What happened to them? 

 

What were Paul & Silas doing at midnight?  Were they loud? 
 

Why was the Jailer going to kill himself?   
 

Why do you think the Jailer responded to Paul the way he did? 
 

How do we see God at work in this situation? 
 

Who all were saved that night?  What about the prisoners? 
 

Why would Paul require a public escort? 

 

 

AS A GROUP, EXPLORE AND 

DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING: 

We see how others respond to our persecution & our praise.   

This is a powerful witness of a changed life in Christ.   

 

a.  Why do you think that Luke says the Jailer’s whole 

household was saved? 

 

b.  How do you think the other prisoners responded to what 

happened? 
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CHAPTER 17 

In this Chapter we find Paul & Silas in Thessalonica which is the 

capitol of Macedonia.  They had to travel to multiple cities 

because of intense persecution, put Paul makes the most out of 

his time in Athens.    

What background information is important to better understand 

this passage?  (Time, Place, Other books written, World events) 

 

What does Paul usually do when entering a new city? 

 

Who became jealous & what did they do?  Has this happened 

to Paul’s team before? 

 

What is said about the Bereans?  Are you like them? 

 

What did Paul do while in Athens? 

 

What was the people’s response?  What principle does this 

teach us about evangelism? 

 

What does this information tell us about Jesus?  How should you 

respond to this? 

 

      AS A GROUP, EXPLORE AND DISCUSS  

     THE FOLLOWING: 

 

Jesus told his disciples that the world would hate them because 

of Him.  This hate causes attacks and slander to happen to 

Christians often.   

 

a.  How have you experienced slander from the world?  Did this 

slander hinder you sharing the gospel? 

 

b.  When was the last time you boldly proclaimed Jesus to others 

despite their response?   
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CHAPTER 18 

The spread of Christianity was happening throughout the 

Roman empire.  Claudius is mentioned here to validate the time 

and claims of Luke, because his decree would have been 

recorded by historians.  Here Paul begins his 3rd Missionary 

Journey. 

What background information is important to better understand 

this passage?  (Time, Place, Other books written, World events) 

 

Where is Corinth?  Who are Aquila & Priscilla? 

 

Why did Paul leave the Jews & focus on the Gentiles? 

 

What happened to the Jews that were attacking Paul?  What does 

this tell us about God? 

 

Who is Apollos & where is he from?   

 

Why would Aquilla & Priscilla help Apollos?   What does this look 

like for us today? 

 

What does this information tell us about Jesus?  How should you 

respond to this? 
 

 

AS A GROUP, EXPLORE AND 

DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING: 

 

We see Paul partnering with others in the same profession.  Jesus 

expects us to be a witness for him on our jobs & in our profession.   
 

a.  How do you witness to people you work with? 

 

b.  Do you treat your job as a mission field?  Why or Why not? 
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CHAPTER 19 

In this chapter we see how Satan can influence people to go 

against God’s work and how he can try to be a counterfeit to 

God’s power.  

What background information is important to better understand 

this passage?  (Time, Place, Other books written, World events) 

 

Why would Paul ask about their baptism? 

 

Do evil spirits possess people?  How do we know? 

 

Why did the Jews & Greeks in Ephesus become afraid? (v. 17) 

 

Why did Demetrius stir up trouble for Paul? 

 

Why did the city clerk say what he said to the people? 

 

What does this information tell us about Jesus?  How should you 

respond to this? 

 

 

AS A GROUP, EXPLORE AND 

DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING: 

 

Although God promised he would be with us during persecution, 

he never promised we wouldn’t experience it.  We must 

understand that there will always be people who oppose our 

message and try everything in their power to silence our message.   

 

a.  Have you ever experienced opposition or slander for 

proclaiming the gospel? 

 

b.  How has the fear of a consequence caused you to disobey God? 
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CHAPTER 20 

Chapter 20 highlights the multiple areas Paul’s team visited, 

the reality of Paul delivering his final message to the leaders of 

the Ephesian church, because he believed he would never see 

them again.  

What background information is important to better understand 

this passage?  (Time, Place, Other books written, World events) 

 

Who told Paul to go to Jerusalem? 

 

What awaits him there? 

 

Why would God send you to a place that is hostile to the gospel?  

 

What will happen when Paul leaves?   
 

Why were they grieving? 

 

What does this tell us about ministry? 
 

What does this information tell us about Jesus?  How should you 

respond to this? 

 

 

AS A GROUP, EXPLORE AND 

DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING: 

 

God is in control of His church.  He determines who goes where 

and when and even determines who experiences persecution.  We 

must be ready to obey God’s commands, regardless of the 

consequences. 

 

a.  Are you willing to sacrifice your comforts so that others can 

come to the knowledge of Christ? 

 

b.  What would be your final message to your church family? 
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CHAPTER 21 

Chapter 21 details Paul’s struggles on his journey back to 

Jerusalem.   His report to the Jerusalem Church & his arrest 

are detailed here.   This chapter begins Paul’s journey to Rome. 

What background information is important to better understand 

this passage?  (Time, Place, Other books written, World events) 

What were the believers telling Paul in Tyre? 
 

Who was Agabus?  What did he do? 

 

How would you have responded to all the negative comments if you 

were in Paul’s situation? 
 

Did Paul know what was going to happen in Jerusalem?  Why did 

he go anyways? 
 

What did the Jerusalem church instruct Gentile believers to do? 

 

Why would Paul shave his head and purify himself? 

 

What does this information tell us about Jesus?  How should you 

respond to this? 
 

 

AS A GROUP, EXPLORE AND 

DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING: 
 

In this chapter, Paul knew that the Jews wanted him dead and 

that they say anything to get him stoned.  Paul took the beating 

and was willing to clear up the dispute with the Jews.   

 

a.  Did Paul know he would be beat in Jerusalem?  Why does this seem 

unfair?  

 

b. What encouragement will help you defend truth despite the 

consequences you might face? 
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CHAPTER 22 

In this chapter, we see Paul defending himself to the Jews. He 

gives the testimony of his conversion and his ministry to the 

Gentiles.  Their response becomes the basis for Paul being able to 

speak to the religious leaders and the Roman officials.   

What background information is important to better understand 

this passage?  (Time, Place, Other books written, World events) 

 

Why do you think the crowd got quiet when he spoke to them in 

Hebrew? 

 

Why do you think Paul mentions Gamaliel?  Where have we 

seen him previously? 

 

What would Paul’s testimony of his conversion do? 
 

What did Paul say that made the crowd stop listening? 
 

What was the commander going to do to Paul?   

 

Why was the commander and soldiers afraid? 

 

What does this information tell us about Jesus?  How should you 

respond to this? 
 

 

AS A GROUP, EXPLORE AND 

DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING: 
 

Although Paul knew that he might die, he still used wisdom to avoid 

being flogged.   We see that God doesn’t force us to endure 

unnecessary suffering.   

 

a.  How does God protect us from unnecessary suffering? 

  

b.  How does Paul’s response help us evangelize today? 
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CHAPTER 23 

In this chapter, we see Paul defending himself in front of the 

Sanhedrin.  We see the hostility towards him, from the Jews, and 

how God protected and encouraged Paul in the middle of this 

persecution.    

What background information is important to better understand 

this passage?  (Time, Place, Other books written, World events) 

 

Why do you think Ananias had someone slap Paul? 
 

What does Paul response to their dissatisfaction of him treating the 

High Priest say about Paul? 
 

What was the purpose of Paul claiming to be a Pharisee? 

 

What would God have to encourage Paul?   

 

What was the oath taken by the Jews against Paul? 

 

Did Paul know that the commander would send him to Felix? 

 

Who learned of the plan against Paul?  What does this information tell 

us about Jesus?  How should you respond to this? 
 

 

AS A GROUP, EXPLORE AND 

DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING: 

 

In this chapter, we see God’s hand in protecting Paul in fulfillment 

of what He had predicted would happen. 

 

a.  What things have you read that have reinforced something 

that you already believed? 

 

b.  Does today’s church shy away from persecution or face it 

with faith that God is in control?  Why or Why not?
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 CHAPTER 24 

This chapter details Paul’s defense in front of Governor Felix and 

the accusations from the Sanhedrin.  We see the heart of Felix and 

how he was replaced by Festus.  

What background information is important to better understand 

this passage?  (Time, Place, Other books written, World events) 

 

What did Tertullus call the church?   

 

Who was knowledgeable about The Way but didn’t believe?  How 

does this still happen today? 

 

Has someone held a grudge against you and turned others against 

you?  How did you respond?  How should you have responded? 

 

When you are lied on or wrongfully accused, how do you protect 

your witness? 

 

How long did Paul stay in prison while Felix was in charge? 

 

What does this information tell us about Jesus?  How should you 

respond to this? 

 

 

AS A GROUP, EXPLORE AND 

DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING: 

 

Felix leaves Paul in prison to please the Jews.  Some situations we 

face are caused by outside pressure and it seems unfair.  How we 

respond, shows if we believe God is still in control.  

 

• When you are being slandered, how do you leave the results to 

God? 

 

• Do you get upset at God when situations aren’t favorable for 

you? 
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CHAPTER 25 

Chapter 25 outlines God’s protection of Paul as well as how He 

orchestrated high officials being presented the gospel.  Some 

situations are for us to be a witness to others who might not be able 

to hear the message of Christ.   

What background information is important to better understand 

this passage?  (Time, Place, Other books written, World events) 

 

What did the Jews ask Festus to do?  Why? 

 

Why do you think Festus wanted to do the Jews a favor? 

 

Why do you think Paul didn’t want to go to Jerusalem? 

 

What did appealing to Caesar do?  Why could he do that? 

 

Who is King Agrippa? 

 

Have you ever had to defend yourself in front of a high-ranking 

person?  Who were they? 

 

What does this information tell us about Jesus?  How should you 

respond to this? 
 

 

AS A GROUP, EXPLORE AND 

DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING: 
 

 

This is a great reminder to us that the church sometimes gets 

involved in political issues and that we must protect our witness.   
 

• Is there any political issue that we should be vocal about? 
 

• How can we disagree with policies or laws that are ungodly 

and remain faithful to our call to be a light to the world? 
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CHAPTER 26 

Paul’s defense before Agrippa gives us a look into the mind of 

Paul. How his desire to spread the gospel and insight into what 

God was doing allowed him to be bold in the face of this earthly 

king. 

What background information is important to better understand 

this passage?  (Time, Place, Other books written, World events) 

 

Why did Paul stretch out his hand?  What does this teach us today? 

 

What had Paul done to Christians in the past? 

 

Why would Paul give his testimony?  

 

What was Paul’s commission? 

 

Why would Festus say Paul was out of his mind? 

 

What opportunities have you had to be bold in front of others?   

 

What does Agrippa’s statement to Festus say about the situation? 

 

What does this information tell us about Jesus?  How should you 

respond to this? 
 

 

AS A GROUP, EXPLORE AND 

DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING: 
 

Our bold proclamation of the gospel forces others to make a 

choice.  As we continue to be a witness to a hostile world, will we 

stand up and be bold despite the consequences?   
 

• Are you afraid of persecution?  Why? 

 

• Who is the most famous person you have witnessed to? 
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CHAPTER 27 

Here in chapter 27, we see Luke detailing Paul’s journey to Rome 

and all the difficulties they faced going there.   

 

What background information is important to better understand 

this passage?  (Time, Place, Other books written, World events) 

 

Who was with Paul and Luke?  Where have we seen this name 

before?  

 

What is the Day of Atonement? When did it happen?  

 

If you were the centurion, would you have listened to Paul or the 

captain? 

 

How long would you say is many days? 

 

Why do you think God sent an angel to Paul?  Does he do that to 

you? 
 

Why could Paul be so confident that no one would die? 

Why were the soldiers going to kill the prisoners?   
 

What does this information tell us about Jesus?  How should you 

respond to this? 
 

 

AS A GROUP, EXPLORE AND 

DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING: 
 

Even though Paul was told he would go to Rome, he faced many 

difficulties before getting there.  Our journey sometimes has 

problems, but it shouldn’t weaken our faith in Christ. 
 

• What doubts have you had regarding a promise from God? 
 

• How should you respond when you begin to doubt?  
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CHAPTER 28 

In Chapter 28, we finally conclude Paul’s journey and the book of 

Acts. We can continue to follow the events of the church through 

the historian Josephus.   

What background information is important to better understand 

this passage?  (Time, Place, Other books written, World events) 

 

Where is Malta? 

 

How did Paul, getting bit by a snake, work in God’s plan? 
 

What did Paul’s healing of the people who were sick accomplish? 
 

How long did they stay in Malta?  Why? 
 

Why would Paul speak to the Jews in Rome?  What did they say 

about Christianity? 
 

How did the Jews respond to Paul’s message?  Was their response 

different than what had happened before?  

 

Why do you think Paul continued to preach and teach in Rome? 
 

What does this information tell us about Jesus?  How should you 

respond to this? 
 

 

AS A GROUP, EXPLORE AND 

DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING: 
 

Paul faced opposition, trials, difficulties, and hardships. Ministry 

is costly and our journey is never what we imagine it to be.    
 

• Do we have the same view of ministry as they did back then? 
 

• Why do we act so surprised when people respond negatively 

towards the gospel of Jesus Christ?  How do we encourage 

ourselves to remain faithful despite persecution and hardships? 
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CONCLUSION 

Congratulations! You’ve completed your reading and study 

through the second half of the Book of Acts! By now, you’ve 

learned much about the events and details of the early church 

and how the Holy Spirit can do extraordinary things through 

ordinary people like us! 

 

So now what? Now you keep studying! Continue reading your 

Bible each day to learn more about God and grow in your 

relationship with Him. We suggest that you continue to study the 

life of Jesus from a different perspective, by reading one of the 

Gospels (Matthew, Mark, Luke or John).  

 

Remember the importance of reading the Bible daily, praying to 

the Lord constantly, connecting with other Christians at a Bible-

teaching church, and sharing the Good News of Jesus Christ 

with others. These spiritual disciplines will ensure that you 

continue to stay close with God and grow in His grace and 

knowledge. 

 

God bless you as you seek to follow and obey Him! 

First Northeast Baptist Church 

 


